
Beyond the Panda: Pambassador Programme  

熊猫后续 

essential x not required 

The Pambassador Programme is presented to a class and can be awarded yearly. The class will receive either a bronze, silver 

or gold Pambassador pennant and each pupil will receive a Beyond the Panda pin badge. All applications for an award must be 

received by Thursday 24th March 2016.  

Requirements Bronze Silver Gold 

 the class has been involved in at least one of the Beyond the Panda 

programmes1 
   

 the class has made at least one trip to either Edinburgh Zoo or Highland 

Wildlife Park to visit Chinese wildlife, the giant pandas or red pandas  
   

 pupils have created their own work which could help promote the China 

related conservation work of RZSS and considered how this could be used 

in the wider world2 

   

 pupils have participated in a local, regional or national activity during 

which they have shared their experience and promoted the work of RZSS 

and giant panda conservation3 

   

 pupils have collaborated with a school in China OR pupils have hosted a 

visit from a Chinese school OR pupils have visited China and then used 

their experience(s) to promote the work of RZSS and giant panda 

conservation4 

   

x 

x x 

Please see overleaf for examples, terms and conditions.  
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熊猫后续 

1For Primary schools, booking of either ‘Beyond the Panda’ workshops or the ‘China Mobile Library’ is required. These are charged at normal rates, 

please see our website for details - http://www.edinburghzoo.org.uk/discovery-learning/community-and-outreach/                                                                                       

For Secondary schools, ‘Beyond the Panda’ workshops are available for transition days or S1 sessions. Alternatively the Secondary school can actively 

engage their feeder primaries to take part and/or senior students help to promote the programme.  

2For example, the pupils’ work can take the form of leaflets, magazines, games, videos etc. These need not be giant panda specific but must be about 

Chinese wildlife and China. For Bronze level, this work can be in-class material but some evidence should be shown that the pupils have considered 

how their work could be used in the wider world.  

3For example, ‘SCEN days at the Zoo’ or equivalent.  Alternatively, if the work created by the pupils can be reproduced or is made available online and 

evidence can be provided of a wider audience viewing and using the material, this would fulfil the criteria. This need not be solely about giant panda 

conservation but particular reference to the giant panda should be made. 

4For example the pupils have delivered presentations on their work with a school in China or their hosting/visit experiences and linked to the wider 

work of RZSS and giant panda conservation.   

 

For application form contact Sandie Robb, Senior Education Officer srobb@rzss.org.uk.  

All applications must be on the official RZSS form, completed in full with dates of visits, samples and/or photos of pupils work, full details of activities, 

twinned school and/or China visits where appropriate.  

Permission must be given for RZSS to use photos and material in RZSS and associated publications, website and Twitter.  

RZSS reserve the right to change the terms and conditions in subsequent years but due notice will be given in the event of such changes.  



Pambassador Programme 

Applications must be completed on this form and sent with additional evidence, e.g. samples and/or photos of pupils’ work, full details of activities, work 

with Chinese school and/or China visits where appropriate.  Send to Sandie Robb, Senior Education Officer, The Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, 134 

Corstorphine Road, Edinburgh EH12 6TS or email srobb@rzss.org.uk  

Criteria Evidence / Activity 

 

For Office 

use 

Date(s) of        

outreach/visit/

work completed 

 the class has been involved in at least one of the Beyond the 

Panda programmes 

   

 the secondary class has actively engaged their feeder             

primaries to take part in Beyond the Panda and/or promoted 

the programme 

   

 the class has made at least one trip to either Edinburgh Zoo or 

Highland Wildlife Park to visit Chinese wildlife, the giant       

pandas or red pandas 

   

 pupils have created their own work which could help promote 

the China related conservation work of RZSS and considered 

how this could be used in the wider world 

   

 pupils have participated in a local, regional or national activity 

during which they have shared their experience and promoted 

the work of RZSS and giant panda conservation 

   

 pupils have collaborated with a school in China or pupils have 

hosted a visit from a Chinese school or pupils have visited    

China and then used their experience(s) to promote the work 

of RZSS and giant panda conservation 
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